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Precursor of French lifestyle, Bensimon 
suggests a casual chic spirit for its Fall Winter 
2018 collection, presented in a joyful array 
of colors. The brand highlights its strengths 
: majestic colors, casual DNA and prints as 
an “arty” story line. This season mixes poppy, 
saffron, emerald, burgundy and caramel colors… 

A savory color palette to start winter differently. 
With graphic and geometric axes, this daily 
pigmentation reveals the workwear placed on 
a pedestal. Drawing inspiration from military 
surplus, Serge Bensimon, has brought from his 
archives several modern archetypes such as 
the pea jacket, the parka, the work jacket or 
the officer’s shirt…. 

The brand continues to travel around the 
world… Folks accents add a visual strength 
to spice up denim, gabardine and flannel fabrics 
thanks to touches of charm, Persian print or 
trousseau shape. 
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LOOK 1
Double breasted buttoning 
officer’s coat in wool and denim, 
boyfriend shape.

LOOK 8
Corduroy jacket in twill 
and viscose,  shirt with black 
flocked dots.

LOOK 9
Folk woolly jacquard jacket on 
a boyfriend denim pant in ecru 
color and graphic tennis shoes.

LOOK 10
Cotton jacket with saffron stripes 
and corduroy flare pant in 
caramel color.

LOOK 11
Indigo shirt in twill and viscose 
with black flocked dots and 5 
pockets velvet pant in navy color.

LOOK 12
Merino woolly funnel neck 
sweater in hazelnut color and 
navy graphic stripes, mom’ denim 
pant in ecru color and caramel 
topstichings, navy bag in canvas 
with striped handle.

LOOK 13
Woolly funnel neck sweater with 
jacquard chevron in honey color, 
denim pant.

LOOK 14
Masculine overcoat in gold 
yellow tweed, patched Oxford 
shirt and denim pant.

LOOK 15
Masculine overcoat with khaki 
Prince of Wales checks, suede and 
furred bag, mid tennis shoes with 
animal print.

LOOK 16
Cow-boy patched Oxford shirt 
with light blues stripes, denim 
pant.

LOOK 17
Geometric printed dress in 
viscose and giant lamswool 
striped scarf.

LOOK 18
Denim padded jacket with light 
stripes and contrasted trimmings, 
mom’ denim pant, mid tennis 
shoes with animal print.

LOOK 19
Double breasted jacket in wool 
and twill, modal saffron shirt with 
spades on the neckline, canvas 
striped duffle bag.

LOOK 20
Merino woolly sweater in 
raspberry color and an “I love 
you” jacquard inscription, graphic 
patched tennis shoes. 

LOOK 21
Twill and bouclé knitting wool 
coat in pink color, stand-up collar 
shirt in striped solid cotton and 
ecru mom’ pant.

LOOK 22
Imitation fur jacket with striped 
contrasted edges in lurex, 
boyfriend denim pant and mid 
tennis shoes with contrasted 
stripes.

LOOK 23
Grand pa cardigan in jacquard 
with chevrons and solid finishing 
touches, stand-up collar 
pinstriped shirt.

LOOK 24
Plastron Oxford patched shirt in 
light blue color, denim pant.

LOOK 25
Blouse imprimée, velvet pant.

LOOK 2
Velvet teddy with contrasted 
edges, merino sweater with an « I 
love you » inscription in jacquard 
and tennis shoes with contrasted 
details.

LOOK 3
Striped sweater in lambswool 
with scratch in lurex, mom’ denim 
pant, canvas tennis shoes with 
two contrasted yellow fabric 
bands.

LOOK 5
Flannel check dress with buton-
ning, v-neck and belt, bi-material 
leather bag.

LOOK 6
Tartan wool blended teddy with a 
velvet B patch and striped edges 
in lurex, slim denim pant and dot 
printed tennis shoes in flannel.

LOOK 7
Squared drapery smooth rain-
coat ; lambswool sweater in red 
carmine color and boyfriend 
denim pant with animal printed 
tennis shoes.

LOOK 4
Carmine red smooth raincoat in 
cross twill, mom’ denim pant in 
ecru color with caramel tops-
tichings, Oxford striped shirt, 
graphic scarf.
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Serge Bensimon, founder and creator of the eponymous 
brand, gathers his collections of apparel and decoration 

in his “Home Autour du Monde” concept-stores, reflecting 
his iconic vision of Lifestyle.
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